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Abstract - In today’s world the cloud service is rapidly

document is written to the Encrypted content store, the
Encrypted content store uses symmetric encryption to
encrypt the document before it is written to the wrapped
content store. A search engine is an information retrieval
system designed to help find information stored on a
computer system. The search results are usually presented
in a list and are commonly called hints.

growing popularity to store the data. However, this will lead to
the risk to consumers unless the data is encrypted for security.
The encrypted data for mobile client should be effectively
searchable and retrievable without any privacy leaks. Many
security issues have solved in recent research but architecture
cannot be applied on mobile services under the mobile cloud
service. The main problem arises due to wireless network, such
as low transmission, poor connectivity and latency sensitivity.
This causes more search time and large network traffic costs
while using traditional search schemes.
This paper addresses some issues by proposing an
improved approach for encrypted content search in mobile
cloud service. The new scheme uses a lightweight trapdoor
(encrypted keyword) compression method, which optimizes
the data communication process by reducing the trapdoor size
for traffic efficiency. Ranked serial Binary Search (RSBS)
algorithm and Trapdoor Mapping Table (TMT) module are the
two optimization methods used for the document search; to
speed the search time is the main objective of this paper. The
search time and traffic network is reduced in improved
approach for encrypted content search.

2. RELATED WORK
To protect data security and improve search efficiency many
research have focused on encrypted search schemes. The
encryption algorithms and noise methods are mainly used for
the data security and for performance efficiency, including
the Boolean keyword search algorithm and the Ranked
keyword search algorithm. In earlier, encryption algorithm
foe data security cannot directly apply to mobile cloud
because it is hard to achieve efficient network traffic and
search time to address the important issues for mobile cloud.
Information leaks even a one to one mapping order
preservation encryption method [21]. A one-to-many
mapping order preserving encryption method that requires a
complex computation process, and therefore is not suitable
for the mobile cloud [13]. To retrieve data from encrypted
cloud data using an order preserving encryption which
preserved security perfectly [14],[22],[23]. Fully
homomorphism encryption methods proved themselves
secure and accurate enough for searching encrypted data
purpose [15],[24],[25],[26]. In traditional encryption search
adding noise in the trapdoor is a popular method to protect
trapdoor security.

Key Words: Mobile User, Encrypted content Search,
Optimization, Trapdoor, Cloud Storage.

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud Computing refers to manipulating, configuring, and
accessing the applications online. It offers online data
storage, infrastructure and application. It is not to install a
piece of software on our local PC and this is how the cloud
computing overcomes platform dependency issues. Hence,
the Cloud Computing is making our business application
mobile and collaborative. In other words, Cloud is
something, which present at remote location. Cloud can
provide services over network, i.e., on public networks or on
private networks, i.e., WAN, LAN or VPN. Applications such
as e-mail, web conferencing, customer relationship
management (CRM), all run in cloud. Many data provider is
not sending the data directly to the user instead they were
using the advanced cloud service to send the data to the user.
The Encrypted content store provides content encryption at
rest capability. This is done by scrambling plain text into
cipher text (encryption) and then back again (decryption)
with the help of symmetric and asymmetric keys. When a
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Adding duplicate trapdoor into target trapdoors
the optimized noised method is easily obtained [16].An
efficient encryption algorithm, fast accumulated hash
(FAH)[1], [2], [3], to encrypt document’s index and keywords
in improved approach for encrypted content search. Earlier
for performance efficiency, many research focused on search
algorithm in the server side. Information retrieval will be
divided into the Ranked keyword search and Boolean
keyword search. The Boolean keyword search returns every
document or nothing [28][29][30].So the Boolean search is
cannot be used for the reducing the network traffic. The
relevance document will be return according to the ranked
keyword search. A single round trip encrypted search
scheme, but their system is not secure enough, as it leaks the
keyword and associated document information from multiple
keyword searches [13]. A multi keyword search method, but
when the field of the record becomes large, their index
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building procedure would be extremely time-consuming and
their trapdoor vector would be very large [12]. By using the
Multi-keyword search methods traffic and search time
inefficiency occur due to two network round trips intake in
this method [4],[16].To overcome this problem ,a ranked
keyword search algorithm and optimize it with binary tree
principle is used for the search efficiency. To reduce the two
networks round trip into single network round trip the
trapdoor mapping table is used.

1) Latency sensitivity: these causes longer network
latency, which results in the slow down a single search
request if the search request requires many network round
trips for traditional design shown in Fig-1. , three round trip
is taken place for a single search request and results in the
notable latency for wireless communication.

2. TRADITIONAL ENCRYPTED SEARCH DESIGN

2) Poor connectivity: as the mobile devices are mostly
for energy saving purpose, it cannot be connected for the long
time with Cloud. There will be more number of request will
be occur while the operation is carried out and it requires the
extra authentication costs.

2.1 Architecture of Traditional Encrypted Search
System

3) Low network transmission rate: The transmission
rates are slower because of the mobile device are equipped
with less power transmission components.
The traditional system in Fig-1, Shows the user and
the provider, requires two networks round trip for one for
authentication and another for trapdoor generation. The
mobile users cannot uses the privacy preserving searches due
to longer search delay and more bandwidth consumption.
The measurement of a search request in the traditional
system could produce trapdoors with a size up to 1.2MB [18].

The document and indexes are basically encrypted before
sending to the cloud for search and to provide data security
[11],[12]. When users need to retrieve particular document,
they first send keywords to the original data provider. The
encrypted keywords (trapdoor) are created by provider and
return the trapdoor to user. The trapdoor will be send by the
user to cloud. When receiving the trapdoor, the Cloud uses a
search algorithm to select a desired encrypted document
based on the encrypted indexes and by trapdoors. Finally, the
user receives these encrypted search result and uses the
private key from the provider to decrypt the documents. This
architecture, as shown in Fig-1, protects data security while
entitling the provider to use computation and storage power
of the Cloud for document searches. In privacy preserving
search system this architecture has been well adopted
[12],[13],[14],[15],[16].

This paper mainly focuses on the traffic and search
time inefficiency issues over the mobile cloud service. This
problem can be overcome by the improved approach for
encrypted content search in mobile cloud service. For
network traffic, the pre-computes trapdoor for common
search keywords and cancel the one network round trip for
re-computing trapdoor per request. The process have been
still modified several mechanism to compress trapdoors and
the pre-computed trapdoor table has a size of 0.33 MB and it
can be effectively stored and loaded in mobile device
memory. According to the binary tree principle, the Ranked
Serial Binary Search (RSBS) algorithm will reduce the
command time in the cloud.
In traditional encrypted search architecture,
network traffic and search time, shows that the conventional
approach is not applicable in mobile-cloud environments.
The improved approach for encrypted content search in
mobile cloud service is used to overcome these problems. The
architecture uses the trapdoor compression method to
reduce the traffic while request is send, as well as a Trapdoor
Mapping Table (TMT) module and RSBS algorithm to reduce
search time.
3.2 Issues in Traditional Encrypted Search Content
System

Fig -1: Architecture of Traditional Encrypted Content Search
System

As shown in Fig-1, the traditional encrypted search content
system over the cloud is composed of three different
participants, Provider, Cloud and User, which are as follows
below,

In today’s life, the users highly utilize mobile devices to
request document search services. The mobile devices are
mostly connected to the Internet mainly through wireless
networks such as WiFi/3G/4G/LTE, which causes some
challenges as compared to traditional wired networks. The
challenges are;
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 The Provider provides a set of documents and their
indexes. This will be send to the cloud and from there the
user have to search the content retrieve the document.
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 The Cloud is something, which present at remote location.
The large amount of the data can be stored for the later use
by the user at the time of retrieval of document.

system.The authentication process as well as transmitting
target documents from the cloud to the user. So the total
network traffic of the traditional system depends on
network traffic cost when generating trapdoors.

 The User is someone who submits keywords to search
documents that contain these keywords. In our scenario,
users would use mobile device such as Smartphone’s and
tablets to submit search requests. Fig-1 consists of three
steps: documents and indexes uploading process trapdoor
generation process and document retrieval process.

4. IMPROVED APPROACH FOR ENCRYPTED
CONTENT SEARCH DESIGN
4.1 Architecture of the improved approach for
encrypted content search system
The new trapdoor generation process is introduced in the
improved approach for encrypted content search design.
While comparing with the improved approach for encrypted
content search system Fig-2 with traditional system Figure
1, the main difference is that (1) network traffic is reduced
by a single round trip information exchange and the
trapdoor compression method; and (2) the search time is
reduced by the RSBS algorithm and the TMT module; and
(3) the computing burden for generating trapdoors is also
offloaded by the TMT module. Aforementioned performance
benefits are enabled by a new trapdoor generation process
and new search algorithm.

Documents and indexes uploading process
The provider will store all words in these documents
in the cloud and retains these terms. Then every term is
encrypted and considered as one index’s keyword. [19], [20].
In document index the frequency of each term in the
document set is counted and then written into it. The
provider encrypts this index and outsources it to the cloud
with the encrypted documents. This index is a word
frequency table encrypted by the computable encryption
algorithm. Few researches have used the Fast Accumulated
Hash (FAH) algorithm to achieve these purposes [1], [2], [3].
Trapdoor generation process
The user has to authenticate with the provider when they
have to do some search request. The provider would send its
secret key to the user to decrypt the documents stored in
cloud during authentication. After authenticated the user
would send the search keywords to the provider. The
provider then computes trapdoors, commonly with FAH
algorithms and replies back. In this process, two round trips
are required (trapdoor generation and authentication) for a
user to obtain the trapdoor for the search keywords.

Document retrieval process
In this method, the noised trapdoor is send to the cloud by
user. The cloud then removes noise in the trapdoor and
searches the indexes with a search algorithm. When
documents are found, the cloud ranks them according to
each document’s score. Then relevant documents are
chosen and sent to user. The Ranked Serial Search (RSS)
algorithm [4], [5] is chosen as the search algorithm.

Fig -2: Architecture of Improved Approaches for Encrypted
Content Search System
To reduce search delay and network traffic new trapdoor
generation process and the cloud search algorithm are used
in this system. For trapdoor generation, the improved
approach for encrypted content search stores a precomputed Trapdoor
Mapping Table (TMT) in mobile
devices, which maps common English words to
corresponding trapdoors. When the mobile device initiates a
search request, the trapdoor is looked up from the table
instead of being requested from the provider. This
optimization saves one network round trip for the trapdoor
generation.

3.3 Search Time Inefficiency Problem
The trapdoor generation time and document search time
results in search delay in the process. Trapdoor generation
time faces challenges in mobile wireless networks: high
communication latency, poor connectivity and low network
transmission rate.
3.4 Network Traffic Inefficiency Problem
The provider will provides data security by trapdoor
generating process .Although the trapdoor should be
transmitted twice per request (between the provider and
the user plus between the user and cloud). Fig-1 trapdoor
generation process and document retrieval process are the
two network communication round trip for traditional
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4.2 Overview of Substitute New Trapdoor Generation
Process
This process includes the trapdoor mapping table and the
trapdoor
compression algorithm. The new trapdoor
generation process, it is not necessary for an authenticated
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user to calculate pure trapdoors. After a keyword is
combined, a user can just query the trapdoor mapping table
for the trapdoors, as shown in Algorithm 1. Since the
trapdoor mapping table stores the information needed for
mapping and search, the heavy computation for generating
trapdoors is not needed to be conducted online. This not
only avoids the recalculation if the term is found, but also
reduces the number of necessary round trips from two to
one. A lightweight trapdoor compression method is used to
extract each trapdoors characteristic bits, record as well as
accumulate location of each characteristic bit in order, and
transmit the compressed trapdoor to the cloud. The
compressed trapdoor will lead to additional reduced traffic
cost for transmitting the trapdoors to the cloud.

and three keywords respectively. As shown in Chart 1, the
encryption time occupies nearly 82% of the total calculation
time. This is because that the encryption operation requires
more computing resources than others, as it accumulates all
terms together to generate a hash code.
The trapdoor generation process utilizes a Trapdoor
Mapping Table (TMT), which stores a large amount of
frequently-used trapdoors (since an English vocabulary of
just 3,000 words provides coverage for around 95% of
common texts [6], here we assume a proper size of keywords
is about 3,000 words) calculated offline. The key for this
trapdoor mapping table is a term from stemmed keywords,
while its value corresponds to encrypted terms (a pure
trapdoor without any noise). Encrypted keywords have a
small size. So we selected 5,893 different words (including
3,000 common words and 2,893 rare/uncommon words [7])
as keywords to be encrypted, and then stored them in TMT
module. Chart-1, which display three columns, denoting a
single keyword, two keywords and three keywords
respectively.

ALGORITHM 1 Trapdoor Generation Process
Input:
Keyword: K
Mapping function in FAH algorithm: M ()
Hash function in FAH Algorithm: H ()
Noise set: N
Output:
Index: Compressed trapdoor t
1. Extract the term t from k
2. if the term t hits in the TMT module then
3. Obtain its pure trapdoor without any noise
4. else
5. Hash it by H() and Map it by M() ,there will be some
bits found
6. end if
7. Choose f noises from the noise set N to form a
subset
8. Each characteristic bit 0 to calculate the location to
get a compressed
Trapdoor
9. return t

Chart -1: Trapdoor calculation time
4.3 Efficient Search Algorithm
4.3.1 Document Index Construction

4.2.1 Trapdoor Compression

The provider will construct document indexes and send to
the cloud. Then cloud uses the indexes produces by the
provider for quickly search document. In common, there are
two main matrices are commonly used to generate the index
of document [8]. The Inverted Document Frequency (IDF)
matrix represents the significance of rare terms that are used
to distinguish documents. The Term Frequency (TF) matrix
gives the frequency of each term in document. The new
matrix A will be formed in the multiplication of these two
matrixes. Rather than TF and IDF matrix, matrix A will
encrypted and outsourced to the cloud.

The trapdoor compression method is used in this system.
This trapdoor compression method is that utilize the
location of each trapdoor’s characteristic bit to represent
this trapdoor, since characteristic bit 0 can show all the
features of the trapdoor and also occupy a much smaller
proportion compared with non-characteristic bit 1.
4.2.2 Trapdoor Mapping Table Module
The trapdoor from provider side will make a long calculation
time. The calculation of generating a trapdoor of a given
keyword is constituted by term combination, encryption and
adding noise by the provider in a traditional system. Figure 3
displays three columns, denoting the total calculation time
for generating trapdoors for one keyword, two keywords
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4.3.2 Index Encryption
This is another process for the provider were, before sending
the index to the cloud they encrypts each index with a given
FAH algorithm by encrypting each index’s slices. This process
is based on the privacy preserving searching system
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[16],[1],[5].By using this FAH algorithm ,the en crypt slices of
each index. This encryption process, the characteristic bits in
each term is preserved, and checks the existence of the
characteristic bits to determine whether a given keyword
exists in the index stored in the cloud.

calculated and updated to the Scores array. Otherwise, a zero
will be recorded.

4.3.3 Binary Search Tree for Indexes

To evaluate the improved approach for encrypted content
search system’s is implemented on the private cloud with
Openstack Essex [9].A virtual machine
8 GB memory for
the cloud. To search and return the retrieved documents to
the user, RSBS algorithm is used and written in Python
program. the user utilized a mobile device utilized an Android
tablet with a Cortex-A7 Quad 1.7GHz CPU, and 3GB memory.
The tablet is connected to a mobile network with 64Mbps
rate. The trapdoor mapping table is pre-computed on a PC
and uploaded to the mobile device before experiments, which
consumes 0.28MB of device storage. The encrypted document
set used here is the corpus of 2,386 VOA news [10] extracted
from the web site covering subjects such as politics,
education, economy, military, etc.

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
5.1 Experimental Environment

It is inefficient to search a trapdoor among indexes. To
accelerate the search time the binary search tree for indexes
is composed. By using the FAH algorithm, each document’s
index is processed as a hash code comprised by accumulated
terms. To speed up the entire process the binary tree is used
to slice the indexes. In this data structure, all accumulated
terms are compressed in top level hash code. Next level, the
accumulated terms of half of the index is descendant. All
descendants contain the accumulated terms of half of that
from its parent. The provider will add noise to the index to
prevent respect to privacy leakage .In this method, each noise
is accumulated to an index. The provider divides each index
into slices after the plain text document indexes are produced
according to the score value.

5.2 Search Time Evaluation

4.3.4 RSBS Algorithm

The trapdoor mapping table module and RSBS algorithm are
used to reduce the search time and to improve the calculation
efficiency. The TMT module and the RSBS algorithm, choose
11000 keywords to search target documents and evaluate the
search time for the three schemes with the document size
ranging from 1KB to 10KB.In Chart-2 improved approach for
encrypted content search system’s saves about 45% of the
time compared to Traditional text for 1 KB documents, and
by 31% for 10KB documents. These results benefit from RSBS
algorithm, but also the TMT module which reduces one
network communication round trip.

The indexes provided by the provider while receiving a
trapdoor, the cloud would perform a privacy preserving
search. Then it pick up top-k documents that contain the
given search keywords. The Algorithm 2 explain how the
RSBS algorithm is achieved.
Algorithm 2
algorithm.

Ranked Serial Binary Search (RSBS)

Input
Noised trapdoor: t1
The number of document to return: k
Encrypted document indexes: E
Document request: D
Output
1. Create the scores as an N zeros
2. for i = 1 to N do
3. for n = 1 to E do
4. find the keywords appears in any of the s slice of the
document
5. end for

Chart -2: Performance Comparisons in Search Time

6. end for
7. receive the top-k documents

5.3 Network Traffic Evaluation

8. return D

In the improved approach for encrypted content search
systems, this benefits from the trapdoor compression method
and the TMT module and reduced network traffic
significantly. Evaluate and analyze the overall system
network traffic reduction and the performance of the
trapdoor compression method.

The binary search will start from the binary tree we
constructed and descend to a slice that contains the keyword
or find that the keyword does not appear in the document. If
the keyword appears in the document, then the score will be
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5.3.1 Performance in Network Traffic
The trapdoor compression method and the TMT module,
improved approach for encrypted content search costs fewer
networks than the traditional system. Chart-3 shows the
throughput comparison of plain text, encrypted content, and
traditional system. The transmission speed for the 1KB-size
document is most effective, and the speed increases from 35
KB/s to 60 KB/s.
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Chart -3: The Throughput Comparisons
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5.3.2 Performance of Trapdoor Compression
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Even after adding the some noises into the pure trapdoor, it
cannot get the length of the noised trapdoor. The different
number of pure trapdoors to add noise, which is randomly
selected from noise, set N. Compare the size of plain text with
that of the corresponding trapdoor in the traditional system
and the encrypted content search system. The average length
of the trapdoor in encrypted content search is reduced by
90%, while even in the worst case scenario; the length of the
compressed trapdoor is equal to its corresponding plain text.
To reduce network traffic costs, this simple compression
method is highly effective.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
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The network traffic and search time efficiency improves
when compared with the traditional system over the cloud.
The traditional encrypted search system is fully analyzed in
the mobile cloud like search time inefficiency and network
traffic. To overcome this problem the improved approach for
encryption content search system architecture is designed.
The TMT module, reduce network traffic by trapdoor
compression method. The RSBS algorithm will reduce the
search time.
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